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2.5.4 Services Usage Scenarios
OLT
Edge Router
Figure 2.5-4: OLT services Usage Scenario
The OLT system Usage services scenario include the support the provision of:
 NGN voice services: VoIP and ToIP softswitched controlled, including IP Centrex
services and SIP Trunk services
 Internet services –High speed internet in the order of Mbit/s to Gbit/s, with traffic
prioritization and differentiation
 Enhanced Multimedia Communications such as voice, presence, unified messaging,




localization, Caller ID with IPTV, controlled by an IMS CSCF(Call Session Control
Function) platform,
Mobile Backhaul services:
o Applicable to WiMAX, 2G, 3G and 4G (LTE) networks
o Support transparent synchronization signals (frequency, phase and
time) transport according to NTP and PTP Protocols (IEEE 1588 v2
and telecom profile)
o Provide BITs interface for the connection of an external MHz or Mbps
clock reference
Video services:
o IPTV
o RF Video
Residential multiplay services:
o Voice: Voice over IP (VoIP);
o Internet: High Speed Internet Services;
o RF Overlay: Analog Video using a different wavelength (1550nm);
o IPTV: transport of Digital Video Services;
Business services:
o TDM emulation services for E1 transport according to MEF-8
(CESoETH)
o Carrier Ethernet services based on MEF 10.1 (E-LINE, E-LAN)
o Business Ethernet Services TLS (Transparent VLAN Services)
o BitStream (enterprise).
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2.6 Multicast
2.6.1 IGMP Snooping/Proxy
The OLT system provides IP Multicast features by implementing an IGMP Proxy mechanism,
Figure 2.6-1. For each Multicast Service it is defined the VLAN of the client side and the VLAN that
transports the IP Multicast Groups, so that all the IGMP packets with these VLANs are intercepted
and delivered to the processor to perform the following actions:
 The first Join for a certain Group received from the client side will be translated to a
Join on the Network side, using the OLT Source MAC and Source IP;
 The last Leave for a certain group received from the client side will be translated to a
Leave on the Network side, using OLT Source MAC and Source IP;
 The OLT transmits periodical IGMP General Queries to the client side using the
Multicast VLAN;
 The OLT answers to IGMP General Queries received from the Network with all
Multicast Groups active in the system (requested by the clients and statically
configured).
The OLT supports Static Multicast Groups, so that these groups are always present in the GPON
interfaces even if no client demanded that Multicast group. The OLT answers to the upstream
Queries as these Groups are always in the OLT.
Figure 2.6-1: IGMP Packets Processing/Forwarding Diagram
The Multicast IPTV traffic is controlled via the IGMP Protocol. In the several parts that make the
GPON Access Network there are several modules performing their tasks in order to reduce traffic
replication and bandwidth waste through the network. So each of the components perform the
following tasks, Figure 2.6-1:
 The Host generates the Joins/Leaves according to the streams it wants to receive and
plays the IP Multicast Streams;
 The ONT makes IGMP Snooping in order to transport from the Multicast GEM Port to
the host, only the streams it wants to receive;
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 The GPON Line card acts like an IGMP Proxy, receiving the requests from the hosts,
and checking if it is already receiving or not the IP Multicast Streams from the network,
sending to the Switching Switch Fabric card the first Join message to ask for the stream
and the last Leave message to stop receiving the stream from the upstream. It also
answers to the IGMP Queries generated by the Switching Switch Fabric card. It inserts
the Multicast Streams in the Multicast GEM Port of the GPON interface where there are
clients pretending to receive those Streams; In order to check if the hosts are still
watching the channels and they didn’t disconnect without advising (send a leave)
General Queries are periodical generated towards the hosts;
 The Switching Switch Fabric card acts like an IGMP Proxy, receiving the requests from
the line cards, and checking if it is already receiving or not the IP Multicast Streams
from the network, sending to the Uplink Ports the first Join message to request that
stream and the last Leave message to stop receiving the stream. It also answers to the
IGMP Queries received on the Uplink Ports. In order to check if the line cards are still
watching the channels and they didn’t disconnect without advising (send a leave)
General Queries are periodical generated towards the line cards.
2.6.2 White list for multicast group addresses
The OLT supports white list for multicast group addresses.
This list is used to select the upstream multicast service (VLAN) when a particular client requests a
group address.
The maximum number of groups is currently limited to 1024, but can go up to 4096 in the future;
2.7 Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP)
The Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP) provides the system with Aggregation, Protection
and Load Balancing features.
The Aggregation consists in a Logical Group of Physical 10GbE Ports that form a Link Aggregation
Group (LAG).
Up to 8x 10GbE uplink Ports can be aggregated in the same LAG with the protection mechanisms
flexibly configured by the management system.
The Protection is done when one of the LAG ports becomes inactive (Link Down) or there are
losses or errors in LACPDU Messages (only in Dynamic LAG). In this case all the traffic that was
going through this port is sent to the other ports that belong to the same LAG.
The Load Balancing can be made according with:
 Source MAC;
 Destination MAC;
 Source and Destination MAC.
2.8 DHCP
The OLT can act like a DHCP Relay Agent for DHCPv4 (RFC 3046) & v6 (RFC 6221) inserting
client information (circuit id and remote id) in the DHCP packets, Figure 2.8-1. This information is
required by authentication platform to assign IP addresses to the clients.
Circuit-id is an automatic string generated by the OLT; the user can choose the syntax he pretends
to use.
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Remote-id is a string which is user configured at the time the service is provisioned to the
customer.
Figure 2.8-1: OLT as a DHCP relay agent
2.8.1 Relay Agent Option 82
The OLT system provides DHCP Relay Agent feature by inserting/removing (inserting in the
client→network direction and removing in the network→client direction) of Option 82 in the DHCP
packets. The Option 82 has the role to introduce client specific information in the requests made to
the DHCP servers. This information is added in two fields, Circuit ID and Remote ID.
The Circuit ID sub-option transports specific information of the circuit in question. In the case of the
OLT system it identifies which is the ONT in question by adding a string with the following format:
System_name eth board/pon/ont/ont_board/ont_port
The Remote ID sub-option transports client specific information, as for example, the service plan
hired by the customer. This field is composed by a string with 64 characters.
2.8.2 Lightweight DHCPv6 Relay Agent
Lightweight DHCPv6 Relay Agent is used to insert relay agent options in DHCPv6 message
exchanges identifying client interfaces. The messages received from the client interfaces of the
following types will be discarded:




Advertise
Reply
Reconfigure
Relay-Reply
The other message types will be encapsulated in a Relay-Forward message towards the DHCP
server. The Relay Forward Message will be composed by the Relay-Message Option (9) which will
encapsulate the client request, and optionally by the Interface-ID (18) Option and/or the Remote-ID
Option (37) which will add client information.
The DHCPv6 Relay Agent only accepts the following type of message from the server:
 Relay-Reply
After receiving the Relay-Reply message from the server, the DHCPv6 Relay Agent extracts the
information in the Relay-Message Option (9) and forwards it to the corresponding client. At this
point the Relay Agent Binding table is updated with the corresponding IPv6/MAC
Address/Client/Lease information.
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2.9 Quality of Service (QoS)
The OLT system provides several QoS mechanisms, that can be targeted to the flow characterized
by one or two VLAN according with the type of service, or can be targeted to the packets priority,
where each p-bit/DSCP is mapped in one of eight queues of each port.
For each of the OLT ports there are associated eight queues; for each of these queues is possible
to configure the p-bit/DSCP mapping in one of the queues, the scheduler type (Strict Priority or
Weighted Fair Queuing) and the minimum and maximum bandwidth of each queue.
In the downstream direction the ingress traffic first passes by a policer configured to each ONT
service, which is defined by one or two tags. After this the traffic is put in a queue according with
the p-bit//DSCP->queue mapping. Each of these queues is associated with a scheduler and a
policer. Then the traffic flows to the GPON interface and when it arrives to the ONT it will pass by a
mapping block which will map the traffic in one of the eight queues according with the p-bits, these
queues have a Strict Priority scheduler in order to guarantee that the most prioritized traffic passes
first, Figure 2.9-1.
Figure 2.9-1: Downstream QoS Diagram
In the upstream direction, for each T-CONT the ingress traffic in the ONT passes by a mapping
block that maps the traffic in one of the eight queues according with the p-bit, (in case the ingress
traffic is untagged a DSCP->p-bit mapping is performed), these queues have a Strict Priority
Scheduler. The ONT “waits” until the OLT assigns a transmission timeslot for that T-CONT, so that
the most prioritized queues are the ones that transmit first. In the OLT ingress, the traffic is put into
a queue according with what is defined in the p-bit/DSCP->queue mapping. Each of these queues
has an associated scheduler and policer that control the traffic sent to the uplink, Figure 2.9-2.
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